
Bellari SE560 Audio Sonic Exciter (sound enhancer)

The SE560 sonic exciter (sound enhancer), whether you are using it as a phono enhancer or sending music to your amplifier or preamp. At every design stage

we spent a considerable amount of time focused on one thing, sound quality

“What does the SE560 do exactly?” Quite honestly, “it makes things sound better.” “Take the SE560 home tonight,“ they said. Seemed easy enough. Take it

home, listen to a couple of songs, then bring it back the next day and say, “it sounds good”. That should have been the end of itâ€¦ It did not quite work out that

way. After listening to music with the SE560 for four hours straight I realized that this needed to be in my personal system full time. The experience: I streamed

music with my phone plugged directly into the SE560 for about four hours straight. It was a powerful experience.

The sound improvement of the SE560 made me feel like I had pillows over my speakers before using it. The experience 2: I like vinyl, a LOT. So much so that I

don’t listen to many newer artists pressings as the sound is, well, just awful. My listening experience with the SE560 made it so I could listen to some vinyl I

stayed clear of in the past, and actually enjoy the listening experience. I simply put the SE560 between my phono pre and my pre amp and the sound

improvement was mesmerizing. It was fun, different and refreshing. It made me feel as though I won the lottery and purchased a $16,000 Clearaudio Goldfinger

cartridge. I honestly had a smile on my face the whole time. What will it do? It will take your speakers (whatever the price) and make them sound like speakers

that are four times the cost. It will make your phono cartridge sound like one of those you read about in magazines. In a world where just about every company

makes almost the same products it was nice to use something completely new.

The SE560 can be used in many places for audio improvement.

• It can be used as a stand alone preamplifier. With 19.1 dB of gain it has more output potential than most preamps built. Simply plug you source (phone, tablet,

DAC, Phono Pre or other player) into the SE560 and from there to your amplifier. With it's two inputs, it can act almost like a two channel preamp.

• It can be used as a stand alone preamplifier. With 19.1 dB of gain it has more output potential than most preamps built. Simply plug you source (phone, tablet,

DAC, Phono Pre or other player) into the SE560 and from there to your amplifier. With it's two inputs, it can act almost like a two channel preamp.

• It also can act as a whole system enhancer by plugging your preamp into the SE560 then to your amplifier.

Any way you choose, it will sound like you had pillows covering your speakers before you used the SE560.

Where to set the Bottom and Definition? The simple answer is where ever you feel your system sounds best. We found that most of our listening time was spent

with the Bottom and Definition controls two to three dots/notches past the "0" (half way up) indicator, I would suggest starting at that setting.
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